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Persistence of antimicrobial resistance in respiratory streptococci
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A B S T R A C T

Objectives: To assess whether persistence of antimicrobial resistance (i.e. non-susceptible resistance
status) after treatment with penicillins or cephalosporins versus macrolides or tetracyclines differs and
to compare the results obtained using routinely collected data with findings reported in prospective
studies.
Methods: Routinely collected microbiological data from 14 voluntary participating laboratories (2005)
containing information on resistance status and individual antimicrobial consumption patterns (mid
2004–2005) were analysed using a generalised estimating equation (GEE) approach. The link function
was adjusted to acknowledge that the proportion of resistant isolates in the population not treated with
antibiotics [baseline resistance (BR)] is not necessarily zero. To optimise the comparability of this study
with prospective studies, the analysis was repeated after removal of 14 isolates from patients who did not
survive 2005.
Results: BR estimates were unstable and their confidence intervals were wide, which called for a
sensitivity analysis using an adjusted GEE model with three different BR estimates. All models indicated
that the proportion of susceptible isolates differed by treatment group and increased significantly over
time, with this increase being independent of treatment group. Persistence of resistance after exposure to
macrolides or tetracyclines was approximately three times as long as after exposure to penicillins or
cephalosporins.
Conclusions: Resistance following treatment with macrolides or tetracyclines persists longer than
following treatment with penicillins or cephalosporins, which confirms the findings from prospective
studies and suggests the use of routinely collected data as a valuable alternative to determine such
differences in persistence of resistance.
ã 2016 International Society for Chemotherapy of Infection and Cancer. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All

rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Antimicrobial resistance poses a substantial threat to public
health as it is related to treatment failure, prolonged hospital-
isation, increased cost of care and increased mortality [1–4]. Both
ecological studies and randomised controlled trials in individual
patients have demonstrated a link between antibiotic use and
resistance [5–7]. Assessment of the impact of antibiotic use on
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resistance in oropharyngeal streptococci showed that persistence
of resistance (i.e. non-susceptible resistance status) after exposure
to macrolides lasts for >6 months, whereas it is estimated to be
much shorter after exposure to penicillins [7,8].

Gaining a thorough understanding of the persistence of
resistance for different combinations of bacteria and antibiotics
would require a huge number of studies. Therefore, in this study
we set out to assess whether routinely collected data on resistance
and antibiotic use at the level of the individual patient confirm the
conclusions reached in the prospective studies conducted by
Malhotra-Kumar et al. [7] and Chung et al. [8] and hence could
serve as a proxy to study other drug–bug combinations.
lished by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Table 2
Resistance status for Streptococcus pneumoniae (PN) and Streptococcus pyogenes (PY)
isolates in the final data set tested following exposure to penicillins and
cephalosporins (CD) or macrolides or tetracyclines (AF).

Resistance status Bacteria Treatment No. of isolates

Susceptible PN CD 150
AF 33

PY CD 148
AF 37

Non-susceptible PN CD 38
AF 26

PY CD 6
AF 13
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2. Methods

2.1. Data

Data regarding information on the resistance status of isolates
from individual patient samples retrieved from 14 voluntary
participating laboratories (2005) as well as linked individual
antimicrobial consumption data retrieved from the Belgian
Intermutualistic Agency, which bundles national reimbursement
information (July 2004–December 2005), were collected within a
large case–control study assessing the link between antimicrobial
consumption and resistance for patients in ambulatory care or
nursing homes [9].

This study focused on the resistance status (i.e. susceptible
versus non-susceptible) of respiratory Streptococcus pyogenes (PY)
and Streptococcus pneumoniae (PN) isolates to penicillin and
erythromycin following oral consumption of penicillins or
cephalosporins [CD: substances with Anatomic Therapeutic
Chemical (ATC) code J01C and J01D, respectively] and macrolides
or tetracyclines (AF: substances with ATC code J01F and J01A,
respectively) [10]. Because resistance to penicillin and erythromy-
cin involves different mechanisms, we did not study penicillin
resistance after treatment with AF or erythromycin resistance after
treatment with CD [11,12]. Other explanatory variables that were
considered to explain an isolate’s resistance status were the
sampling location (upper respiratory tract, ear, lower respiratory
tract or sputum), sex (male or female), preferential reimbursement
(yes or no), log(time), age, weight, number of prescription days (for
antibiotics in the same treatment group), total dose prescribed (for
antibiotics in the same treatment group), whether the patient
survived the study (yes or no) and whether the patient was a child
(defined as an individual aged <12 years, yes or no). Log(time) was
included as a potential explanatory variable rather than time
because we assume that the time until the isolate tests susceptible
follows a log-logistic distribution.

For each isolate, we considered the oral consumption of an
antibiotic that was purchased from a pharmacy prior to sampling.
Isolates for which the time between consumption and sampling
was �4 days (95% of isolates) were included to ensure that patients
started taking the purchased antibiotic. The final data used in this
paper contain information on resistance status for 451 isolates
retrieved from 363 patients (Tables 1 and 2).

2.2. Persistence of resistance

A multiple logistic regression model was included using
resistance status as binary outcome and a logit link function.
Because the variables considered to explain antimicrobial resis-
tance status were numerous (12 variables and all two-way
interactions), an automatic forward selection procedure was used
to reach a model including all significant explanatory variables and
two-way interactions. The significance level for this procedure was
set at 0.15 to avoid being overly conservative during this
intermediate stage of model building.

Because multiple samples from the same patient were
potentially taken, measurements obtained from the same patient
Table 1
Number of isolates per patient.

No. of isolates No. of patients

1 288
2 67
3 5
4 2
6 1
were expected to be correlated. Ignoring correlation would
typically result in underestimation of the standard errors and
hence wrongfully retaining variables in the model [13,14].
Therefore, a generalised estimating equation (GEE) model [15]
was constructed using an independent working correlation and
explanatory variables that were retained in the automatic forward
selection procedure (i.e. treatment, bacteria, survival status, log
(time), interaction between survival status and log(time) and
interaction between treatment and bacteria). The final model was
obtained by using backward selection (significance level 0.05).
Note that although this working correlation might be incorrect,
parameter estimates and empirical standard errors are deemed
consistent due to the use of a sandwich estimator in the GEE
approach [13].

The data used in this study contain information on 14 isolates
(all S. pneumoniae) taken from patients who did not survive 2005.
Because the studies conducted by Malhotra-Kumar et al. [7] and
Chung et al. [8] reported no deaths, the aforementioned analyses
were repeated after exclusion of these samples to optimise
comparability.

2.3. Baseline resistance (BR)

Both the logistic regression model and the GEE model implicitly
assume that the proportion of non-susceptible isolates in the
population falls back to zero when the timespan between
antibiotic consumption and sampling becomes large enough.
Several authors, however, found a non-zero proportion of non-
susceptible isolates at baseline (i.e. BR) [16–18]. Therefore, we
relaxed this assumption and adjusted the link function according-
ly: logitpÞ ¼ logp=1 � pÞÞ ! logp=g � pÞÞ, with g ¼ 1 � BR and
p = the proportion of susceptible individuals. We allowed this BR
to differ by treatment (CD or AF) and by type of bacteria (PY or PN)
to avoid wrongfully concluding significant differences between
treatments and bacteria types that were actually caused by the
difference in BR.

Because the proportion of non-susceptible isolates was
substantially higher in samples from patients who did not survive
2005 compared with the full data (0.64 and 0.23, respectively), the
estimates for BR were recalculated after exclusion of these
samples.

3. Results

3.1. Baseline resistance

Because estimates for BR in this specific setting were not
available, BR was calculated as the proportion of non-susceptible
samples within a sliding 6-month time frame between t-186 and t
(with t = 186, 187, . . . , 372) and the evolution of this estimate for
BR over time was studied (Fig. 1). Since the BR estimates did not
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Fig.1. Evolution of the proportion of non-susceptible samples within a sliding time frame from t-186 to t (with t = 186,187, . . . , 372) over time based on all samples (bold line,
estimate; dashed lines, 95% confidence interval) for isolates of Streptococcus pyogenes (left) and Streptococcus pneumoniae (right) after treatment with macrolides or
tetracyclines (top) and penicillins or cephalosporins (bottom).
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stabilise, a sensitivity analysis was conducted in which the
adjusted GEE model was fitted using different BR estimates [for
t = 248 (time frame 3–8 months, BR8), for t = 310 (time frame
5–10 months, BR10) and for t = 372 (time frame 7–12 months,
BR12)] (Table 3). After dropping samples from patients who did not
survive 2005, the BR estimates were recalculated (Table 4).

3.2. Persistence of resistance

From the unadjusted GEE model, we can conclude that the odds
of being susceptible was significantly lower for treatment with AF
and significantly higher for PY isolates (Table 5). After correcting
for BR, parameter estimates changed and the odds of being
susceptible no longer differed significantly by bacteria type.
Parameter estimates differed when using different BR estimates,
which stresses the need for the sensitivity analysis.
Table 3
Estimates (95% confidence intervals) of baseline resistance (BR)a based on all samples 

Bug–drug combination BR8 

PY–AF 0.2414 (0.1222–0.4211) 

PY–CD 0.0400 (0.0137–0.1111) 

PN–AF 0.2727 (0.1315–0.4815) 

PN–CD 0.2083 (0.1305–0.3157) 

PY, Streptococcus pyogenes; PN, Streptococcus pneumoniae; AF, treatment with macrolid
a BR estimates for time frame 3–8 months (BR8), 5–10 months (BR10) and 7–12 mo
Further backward reduction (significance level 0.05) resulted in
a model including the explanatory variables treatment, log(time)
and survival status (Table 6). Based on the final model, we can
conclude that the odds of being susceptible was significantly lower
for treatment with AF whilst it was significantly higher when
surviving 2005 and with increasing time since antibiotic con-
sumption. The evolution of resistance over time, however, did not
differ by treatment since including an interaction between log
(time) and treatment in the final models resulted in P-values of
0.1147 (BR8), 0.3394 (BR10) and 0.3104 (BR12). These findings are
illustrated in Fig. 2.

3.3. Persistence of resistance for patients surviving 2005

Fig. 2 shows that there is a difference between patients who did
and those who did not survive 2005, which was found to be
significant (Table 6). Because of this significant difference and
(n = 451).

BR10 BR12

0.0625 (0.0032–0.2833) 0.0909 (0.0047–0.3774)
0.0000 (0.0000–0.0664) 0.0000 (0.0000–0.0989)
0.2500 (0.1119–0.4687) 0.2632 (0.1181–0.4879)
0.1081 (0.0429–0.2471) 0.1304 (0.0454–0.3213)

es or tetracyclines; CD, treatment with penicillins or cephalosporins.
nths (BR12).



Table 4
Estimates (95% confidence intervals) of baseline resistance (BR)a based on samples from patients surviving 2005 (n = 437).

Bug–drug combination BR8 BR10 BR12

PY–AF 0.2414 (0.1222–0.4211) 0.0625 (0.0032–0.2833) 0.0909 (0.0047–0.3774)
PY–CD 0.0400 (0.0137–0.1111) 0.0000 (0.0000–0.0664) 0.0000 (0.0000–0.0989)
PN–AF 0.2727 (0.1315–0.4815) 0.2222 (0.0900–0.4521) 0.1875 (0.0659–0.4301)
PN–CD 0.1618 (0.0928–0.2669) 0.1081 (0.0429–0.2471) 0.1364 (0.0475–0.3333)

PY, Streptococcus pyogenes; PN, Streptococcus pneumoniae; AF, treatment with macrolides or tetracyclines; CD, treatment with penicillins or cephalosporins.
a BR estimates for time frame 3–8 months (BR8), 5–10 months (BR10) and 7–12 months (BR12).

Table 5
Parameter estimates for the generalised estimating equation (GEE) models on
persistence of overall resistance using different estimates for baseline resistance
(BR)a obtained by forward model building.

Parameter Parameter estimate

BR = 0 BR8 BR10 BR12

Intercept 1.1015 1.0448 1.1622 1.1460
Treatment AF �1.3204** �2.3710 �1.3231** �1.4705**

Bacteria PY 1.6892** 2.9179 0.8955 0.6923
Death no �1.9274 �3.5075 �2.1480 �2.0767
Log(time) �0.2928 �0.0649 �0.2409 �0.2142
Log(time) � death no 0.8777 1.7286 1.0982 1.1159
Treatment AF � bacteria PY �1.1129 �1.9666 �1.0507 �0.7902

AF, treatment with macrolides or tetracyclines; PY, Streptococcus pyogenes.
** P < 0.01.
a BR estimates for time frame 3–8 months (BR8), 5–10 months (BR10) and

7–12 months (BR12).

Table 6
Parameter estimates for the generalised estimating equation (GEE) models on
persistence of overall resistance using different estimates for baseline resistance
(BR)a after final backward model reduction.

Parameter Parameter estimate

BR8 BR10 BR12

Intercept �2.4517 �2.6359 �2.6159
Treatment AF �3.2705** �1.9071** �1.9512**

Death no 3.3138* 2.5573* 2.6152*

Log(time) 0.9926* 0.7445** 0.7613**

AF, treatment with macrolides or tetracyclines; PY, Streptococcus pyogenes.
* P < 0.05.
** P < 0.01.
a BR estimates for time frame 3–8 months (BR8), 5–10 months (BR10) and 7–

12 months (BR12).
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because the studies conducted by Malhotra-Kumar et al. [7] and
Chung et al. [8] reported no deaths, the analysis was repeated on
samples from patients who did survive 2005 to improve
comparability.

From the unadjusted GEE model, we can conclude that the odds
of being susceptible was significantly lower for treatment with AF
whilst it was significantly higher for PY isolates and with
increasing time between sampling and prescription (Table 7).
After correcting for BR, parameter estimates changed and the odds
of being susceptible no longer differed significantly by bacteria.
Parameter estimates again differed when using different BR
estimates, stressing the need for a sensitivity analysis.

Further backward reduction (significance level 0.05) resulted in
a model including explanatory variables treatment and log(time)
(Table 8). Based on the final models, we can conclude that the odds
of being susceptible was significantly lower for treatment with AF
whilst it was significantly higher with increasing time since
antibiotic consumption. The evolution of resistance over time,
however, did not differ by treatment since including an interaction
between log(time) and treatment in the final models resulted in P-
values of 0.1035 (BR8), 0.7040 (BR10) and 0.7095 (BR 12). These
findings are illustrated in Fig. 3.
Fig. 3 also shows that the proportion of susceptible isolates
stabilised more quickly after treatment with CD than after
treatment with AF. We considered the proportion of susceptible
isolates to be stable when it increased by less than 0.05% per day.
Table 9 demonstrates that resistance after treatment with AF
persisted approximately three times as long as after treatment
with CD.

4. Discussion

In this study, we aimed to assess whether routinely collected
data on antibiotic use and resistance at the level of the individual
patient can confirm the conclusions reached in prospective studies,
which have shown that persistence of resistance following
exposure to macrolides lasts for >6 months, whilst it is estimated
to be much shorter after exposure to penicillins [7,8]. Use of
routinely collected data is both a strength, as individuals were not
exposed to an additional intervention (e.g. new treatment or
placebo control), and a limitation of the study, as we had no control
over prescribed dose, duration of treatment or treatment adher-
ence. Major advantages of studying routinely collected data are
that real field conditions are met and that it is less labour intensive
and expensive than conducting a prospective study for each drug–
bug combination. Ethical and insurance concerns are also of
another dimension given the retrospective concept of analysing
routinely collected data. This analysis would, however, benefit
from including more samples, which would make BR estimates
more reliable and might make a sensitivity analysis redundant.

In the GEE analysis, we acknowledged that the proportion of
non-susceptible samples taken from a population not treated with
antibiotics does not necessarily equal zero and adjusted the model
to account for a BR level. Because BR exists for most, if not all,
antimicrobials, this adjusted GEE analysis should be the method of
choice when analysing persistence of resistance of antimicrobials
(both oral and parenteral). Here, BR was calculated as the
proportion of non-susceptible isolates within a sliding 6-month
time frame while recognising that nominating one time frame
would be extremely challenging. We would argue against a BR
estimate based on the early time frames, as resistance due to
antibiotic use might still persist and distort the estimate. However,
we would also argue against a BR estimate based on the late time
frames, as confidence intervals got wider at later time points and
estimates less reliable. Since BR estimates were unstable and
confidence intervals were wide, a sensitivity analysis using three
different BR estimates (for time frames 3–8, 5–10 and 7–
12 months) was conducted. BR estimates for S. pneumoniae
calculated using samples from patients treated with AF and CD
were slightly lower than the resistance rates reported by the
European Antimicrobial Resistance Surveillance project (currently
EARS-Net) co-ordinated by the European Centre for Disease
Prevention and Control (http://ecdc.europa.eu/en/healthtopics/
antimicrobial-resistance-and-consumption/antimicrobial_resist-
ance/EARS-Net; accessed 2 November 2016). BR estimates for S.
pyogenes calculated using samples from patients treated with AF

http://ecdc.europa.eu/en/healthtopics/antimicrobial-resistance-and-consumption/antimicrobial_resistance/EARS-Net
http://ecdc.europa.eu/en/healthtopics/antimicrobial-resistance-and-consumption/antimicrobial_resistance/EARS-Net
http://ecdc.europa.eu/en/healthtopics/antimicrobial-resistance-and-consumption/antimicrobial_resistance/EARS-Net
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Fig. 2. Evolution of the predicted proportion of susceptible isolates over time for patients who survived (left) or did not survive 2005 (right) based on the final adjusted
generalised estimating equation (GEE) model on persistence of overall resistance using different estimates for baseline resistance (BR) for time frames 3–8 months (top, BR8),
5–10 months (middle, BR10) and 7–12 months (bottom, BR12). ——, Streptococcus pneumoniae isolates after treatment with penicillins or cephalosporins (CD); � � �, S.
pneumoniae isolates after treatment with macrolides or tetracyclines (AF); �����, Streptococcus pyogenes isolates after treatment with CD; � � � � �, S. pyogenes isolates after
treatment with AF.
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were slightly lower than the resistance rates reported by the
Department of Medical Microbiology at the University of Antwerp.
A possible explanation is that in contrast to the EARS-Net and the
Department of Medical Microbiology at the University of Antwerp,
in the current study BR was calculated based on a population of
individuals who did not take any antibiotics during the last 3–8, 5–
10 or 7–12 months (for BR8, BR10 and BR12, respectively). A
limitation of our BR is that we can never be absolutely certain that
patients did not consume antibiotics during the last months, e.g.
leftovers from a treatment purchased longer than 12 months ago.
Still, both the resistance rates obtained by EARS-Net and the
Department of Medical Microbiology at the University of Antwerp
and our BR might overestimate the resistance rate as mainly
hospitalised patients and patients with treatment failure have



Table 7
Parameter estimates for the generalised estimating equation (GEE) models on
persistence of resistance for patients surviving 2005 using different estimates for
baseline resistance (BR)a obtained by forward model building.

Parameter Parameter estimate

BR = 0 BR8 BR10 BR12

Intercept �0.8259 �2.4548 �0.9597 �0.7982
Treatment AF �1.3199** �2.1939 �1.4629** �1.8904**

Bacteria PY 1.6893** 3.0169 0.8894 0.6218
Log(time) 0.5849** 1.5567* 0.8512** 0.8830**

Treatment AF � bacteria PY �1.1133* �1.9464 �0.9061 �0.3559

AF, treatment with macrolides or tetracyclines; PY, Streptococcus pyogenes.
* P < 0.05.
** P < 0.01.
a BR estimates for time frame 3–8 months (BR8), 5–10 months (BR10) and 7–

12 months (BR12).

Table 8
Parameter estimates for the generalised estimating equation (GEE) models on
persistence of resistance for patients surviving 2005 using different estimates for
baseline resistance (BR)a after final backward model reduction.

Parameter Parameter estimate

BR8 BR10 BR12

Intercept �1.3733 �0.5764 �0.5080
Treatment AF �2.6361** �1.9909** �2.1492**

Log(time) 1.4817* 0.8850** 0.9111**

AF, treatment with macrolides or tetracyclines; PY, Streptococcus pyogenes.
* P < 0.05.
** P < 0.01.
a BR estimates for time frame 3–8 months (BR8), 5–10 months (BR10) and 7–

12 months (BR12).
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their resistance status tested. Nevertheless, we would recommend
to report both an estimate of resistance rate with and without
previous antibiotic treatment (BR) to get a more realistic picture of
the true resistance rate in the general population.

The analysis showed that the odds of being susceptible
increased significantly when the time between consumption
and sampling increased for the respiratory streptococci studied,
which confirms the conclusions reached by Chung et al. [8] and
Malhotra-Kumar et al. [7] We also found that the rate of this
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Fig. 3. Evolution of the predicted proportion of susceptible isolates over time based on
resistance for patients surviving 2005 using different estimates for baseline resistance
12 months (bottom, BR12). ——, Streptococcus pneumoniae isolates after treatment with p
macrolides or tetracyclines (AF); �����, Streptococcus pyogenes isolates after treatment w
increase did not differ significantly between isolates from patients
treated with CD or AF. This implies that when the proportion of
susceptibility directly after treatment is comparable, persistence of
resistance to these antimicrobial agents will likely not differ.

A reasonable assumption would be that the proportion of
susceptibility directly after treatment equals 0%. Malhotra-Kumar
et al. [7], however, found 18% susceptible isolates after treatment
with macrolides. Therefore, we did not make this assumption and
allowed for different variables to influence the adjusted GEE
model’s intercept. The analysis including all patients showed that
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Table 9
Number of days needed for the proportion of susceptible isolates to stabilise based
on the final adjusted generalised estimating equation (GEE) model on persistence of
resistance for patients surviving 2005 using different estimates for baseline
resistance (BR).a

Bug–drug combination BR8 BR10 BR12

PY–CD 44 71 66
PN–CD 44 71 66
PY–AF 125 195 194
PN–AF 125 195 194

PY, Streptococcus pyogenes; PN, Streptococcus pneumoniae; CD, treatment with
penicillins or cephalosporins; AF, treatment with macrolides or tetracyclines.

a BR estimates for time frame 3–8 months (BR8), 5–10 months (BR10) and 7–
12 months (BR12).
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the intercept differed significantly by treatment group and survival
status. The analysis focusing on patients surviving 2005 revealed
that the intercept differed significantly by treatment group.

The primary objective of this study was to assess whether the
persistence of resistance to CD and AF differ. Whilst Malhotra-
Kumar et al. [7] showed that persistence of resistance to
macrolides lasts for up to 6 months, Chung et al. [8] indicated a
much shorter persistence of resistance to penicillins. In this study,
we found that the rate of increase in the odds of being susceptible
did not differ between the two studied treatment groups, whilst
the proportion of susceptible isolates directly after treatment was
significantly lower for AF than for CD. Therefore, it would take
longer for the proportion of susceptible isolates to recover after
treatment with AF than after treatment with CD, hence confirming
the differences found by Malhotra-Kumar et al. [7] and Chung et al.
[8]. This difference in persistence of resistance is illustrated in
Fig. 3 and Table 9. Note that this study focused on oral consumption
of penicillins, cephalosporins, macrolides and tetracyclines. These
findings cannot be extrapolated directly to parenteral consump-
tion of the same antimicrobials [19].

The reported findings suggest the equivalence of the use of
routinely collected data and prospective studies to answer such
research questions. However, before drawing such a strong
conclusion, there is need for additional validation of these findings
for both the studied and other drug–bug combinations.

5. Conclusions

Resistance after treatment with AF persists longer than after
treatment with CD, which confirms the findings reported in
prospective studies and suggest the equivalence of both designs in
determining such differences. Our recommendation for future
studies on persistence of resistance is to acknowledge the
existence of BR and to use the adjusted GEE model rather than
the regular GEE model.
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